
FISHING 101
1. The purpose of this course is to familiarize you with the several forms of fishing.

Fishing takes place in freshwater, brackish water, saltwater – flowing or standing
still.

2. You have each been given a basic tackle box – a zip lock bag with a small safety
pin, a cork, and a length of ordinary string.

3. What can you catch with this tackle? Given a fair share of luck the largest whale
in the ocean. Whoops we did say fishing, and whales are mammals.

4. Dump a bunch of stuffed toys out of a bag. Have them identify what we are after
– fish- and what we might use as bait –remind them that bait implies something of
interest to what you are after.

5. Discuss how they might combine the pieces of the tackle in their tackle box to
effectively catch a fish.

6. How to connect the line to the hook, bobber, and pole. While we are at this point,
here are some knots to put your eye finger coordination to the test.

7. Okay a fairly simple fishing rig is in hand.
8. Bait goes on hook, bobber to allow way to know when fish bites. When to set the

hook. Haul in the prize.
9. Where do you go to fish – discuss. Touch on places in the council area. Stress

choice of an area where something no matter how small is likely to be caught –
this is especially true for first time fisherman.

10. How do you keep the fish caught fresh, clean, cook, and consume.
11. Got the basics down. Okay. Since we are learning how to fish the Scouting Way,

there is some other stuff that might enhance (effect) how we fish. Safety
concerns: buddy system, safety afloat, life vests, waders or foot protection, stuff
in the water to avoid, hook removal, and the ETHICAL FISHERMAN and
OUTDOOR CODE.

12. Make sure you are complying with the local laws and regulations: There may be
different rules for freshwater verses saltwater and non-trout verses trout or other
species.

13. Last but not least – know what is likely to be in the fish you are eating from
natural stuff like grubs and lice (cooking kills safe but possibly gross) to high
content of chemicals some of which are not good – mercury etc.

14. Discuss how you would enhance the pieces in the tackle box to make the actual
act of fishing = angling easier yet. Such as the addition of a pole, reel, stringer,
bait bucket, pan, box, real tackle box, Etc.

15. Simple tools: penknife, needle noose pliers, net, stringer, boat, etc.
16. Choice of poles: simple, casting, spinning, fly fishing, and saltwater.
17. Choice of lines: string, nylon/rayon, monofilament, spiderwire, wire, fly,

leadcore, etc.
18. Choice of reels: simple, casting, spinning open and closed, saltwater, fly.
19. Choice of baits/lures: you name it and it can or has been used, and how you

obtain them – traps, nets, stores, or make your own. Point out that natural live
stuff usually works best.

20. So Armed Go Fish.
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